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- **Ministry of Tourism** continued to create common database for all data – official and administrative – regarding tourism, travel and their economic effects
- One of the goals is to form one sustainable, representative survey model, for economic impact forecast, guest survey (NTO & LTO/RTO), instead of several parallel surveys
Simulation of TSA

**Monstat** – tourism statistics is involved in Instrument for Pre-Accession (IPA) project related to its strengthening. This way, certain funds are provided and projects are run.

- With help of an foreign expert, it is planned to make a simulation of Satellite Account in Montenegro in the year 2010.

Simulation of TSA

- Project in cooperation with Ministry of Tourism of Montenegro
- Plans to arrange meeting between representatives of Ministry of Tourism, Central Bank and Monstat and foreign expert in order to conclude which data can be collected and which must be estimated for the TSA.
Simulation of TSA

- It is planned to make this research for one year for the beginning
- Expectation that Montenegro is going to gain more experience in producing TSA